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Résumé
Ce mémoire examine les facteurs contribuant au succès (ou à l’échec) des projets,
spécifiquement en systèmes d’information. Cette étttde soutiendra que les modèles
traditiormels et fonctionnels de la gestion sont inadéquats en regard à la réalité
changée d’auj ourdhui qui est davantage concentrée sur l’avantage concurrentiel,
particulièrement là où la technologie de l’information est concernée. Lorsque certains
facteurs clefs sont pris en considération, des changements fondamentaux dans les
stratégies de gestion en faveur des philosophies de gestion de projet peuvent ajouter
une valeur significative à une organisation. Cette étude identifie empiriquement ces
facteurs, qui ont été démontrés pour affecter le succès (échec) de projet. De plus, il
examine l’impact relatif de ces facteurs, en particulier dans le contexte des projets de
systèmes d’information. Les données ont été rassemblées par l’intermédiaire d’un
questionnaire auto-administré à un groupe de membres haut-impliqués des équipes de
projet de technologie de l’information. Les résultats ont identifié que l’appui de la
direction, le personnel et la mission du projet étaient des facteurs qui ont émergé
comme ayant un impact significatif sur le succès de projet de systèmes d’information
à de diverses phases du cycle de vie de projet. Les résultats peuvent servir
d’indications aux gestionnaires de projets de systèmes d’information, leur permettant
de se concentrer sur ces facteurs dans la poursuite du succès.
Mots clés Cycle de vie de projet, phase de projet, structure de projet, succès de
projet, échec de projet, systèmes d’information, facteurs de succès
Abstract
This thesis examines the factors contributing to the success (failure) of projects
specifically in Information Technology. This study will argue that the traditional,
flinctional models of management are inadequate in addressing today’ s changed
reality that is more focused on competitive advantage, especially where Information
Technology is of concem. When certain key factors are taken into account,
fundamental shifis in management strategies in favour of Project Management
philosophies can add significant value to an organization. This study empirically
identifies those factors that have been demonstrated to critically affect pro] ect success
(failure). Furthermore, it tests the relative impact of these factors, within the context
of Information Technology pro] ects in particular. Data was collected via a self
administered questionnaire polling a sample of highly-involved members of
Information Technology project teams. Resuits identified that Top Management
Support, Personnel and Pro] ect Mission were factors that emerged as having a
significant impact on Information Technology Project Succcss at various phases of
the Project Life Cycle. Resuits can serve as guidelines to Information Technology
Pro] ect Management leaders, enabling them to focus on these factors in pursuit of
success.
Key words: Project Life Cycle, Project Phase, Project Structure, Project Success,
Pro] ect Failure, Information Systems
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A new economic reality is emerging in which knowledge and processes have repiaced
the commodity and manufacturing engines of the past. In order to survive in this new
reaiity, corporations place higher priorities on the threefold constructs of knowiedge,
technology, and innovative management. Proj cet Management is a tool gaining
significant interest and popularity as a form of new, non-conventional management
styles, across a large cross section of fields inciuding that of Information
Technology. Despite the widespread use of Project Management, many Information
Technoiogy projects stiil result in failure; this study will address this phenomenon.
In an effort to contribute to scientific research in Organizational Behaviour (an
important component of Industrial Relations); this thesis endeavours to explain
success (failure) in a particular angle of management known as Project Management
as it applies to a particular sector of activity, specifically Information Technology.
More particularly, the study bonowed elements from a theoreticai model
developed by Pinto and Prescott (198$), wherein they identify ten factors considered
to be critical in Project Management success. It also used a conceptual model,
incorporating these factors, developed by Belout (199$), in an attempt to assess the
relative impact of these factors on the success (failure) of a project. Finally, it
followed the same methodology that was put forward by Belout and Gauvreau in
2004.1 While the above-mentioned models focus on Project Management in a generic
sense, our study will focus on Project Management (hereafier PM) within the
Information Tecbnology (hereafier IT) sector only. To the best of our knowledge, no
Belout and Gauvreau’s (2004) mode! and questionnaire, tested Pinto and Prescoft’s (198$) critical
success factors, having interest in examining the impact of one factor in particular, namely the human
resource management factor. This study, in confrast, will differ in that it will examine the relative
impact of ail the factors, but will significantly differ in that it focuses on IT projects only.
2such empirical study, using this conceptual framework and methodology has been
previously conducted or reported.
This thesis is inspired by the growing trends emerging in both the adoption of
Project Management as a management strategy, as well as the huge investment that
many firms make in IT for its technical and managerial benefits in contributing to
organizational effectiveness (finch, 2003; KPMG, 1997; Nah et al., 2001; Poweil and
Dent-MicaÏlef, 1996; The Standish Group, 1999; Weill, 1992).
Despite IT’s potential to contribute to organizational effectiveness; particular
phenomena have been reported with respect to IT projects, which serve as the
impetus and justification for conducting a study that focuses specifically on IT. The
first of these phenomena is that there is a large investrnent in IT resources in industry
(Weill, 1992). According to Weill, in the service sector:
“IT as a percent of capital stock increased threefold over an 1 8-year
period from 6.4% in 1970 to 19.8% in 1988. In the manufacturing
sector {. ..] the increase has been even more pronounced, growing
from 1.6% in 1970 to 10.6% in 1988” (Weill, 1992; 307-308).
Along the same lines, The Standish Group (1999) reports that in the U.S.,
more than $275 billion USD is spent annually on approximately 200, 000 application
software development projects.
The second important phenomenon is that a large amount oflTprojects resttlt
in perceivedfailure either by exceeding planned budget and/or time or by flot even
being completed (Boston Consulting Group, 2001; Ewusi-Mensah, 2003; KPMG,
1997; The Hackett Group, 2003; The Standish Group, 1995). Staggering statistics
report 31.1% of projects will be cancelled before being completed and 52.7% of
projects will cost 189% of their original estimates (Ihe Standish Group, 1995).
According to the Standish Group (1995), the failure to produce reliable baggage
handiing software at the new Denver Airport cost the city an astounding $1.1 million
per day. Similarly, the Hackett Group (2003) reported that 30% of all application
3projects lasting more than a year did flot meet their business requirernents, while
Ewusi-Mensah (2003) reports that based on a 1994 study of $2 Fortune 500
companies, 44% of ail respondents reported total project abandonment.
Given the high perceived failure rate, the logical question would be why are
these projects failing? Our logic is that assessing the impact of Pinto and Prescott’s
(1988) proposed critical success factors in PM within II projects, we may shed some
light on the answer to this question.
Aside from identifying critical success factors, Pinto and Prescott’s model
also includes Froject Life-cycle as a construct. They daim, as does much of the
popular literature, (Adams and Barndt, 198$; Archibald, 2001; Fish, 2003; King and
Cleland, 1983; Patel and Morris, 1999; Pinto and Prescott, 1988; Wideman, 2004)
that a general characteristic of projects is that they typically fun through certain
specific phases (to be discussed in greater detail in the literature review), and that
their critical success factors may have differing impacts across project phases.
Belout”s (1998; 2004) model inchides Project Lzfe-çvcÏe as a moderating variable as
well. Therefore, by using Belout’s (1998; 2004) model and thus, including Project
Life-cycle as a moderating variable in this study, we may be able to better understand
flot only why IT projects are failing. but also ctt what stage.
Moreover. consistent with Belout’s (199$; 2004) proposition, we will also
include the construct of Project Structttres (also to be discussed in gfeatef detail in
the literature review section) as another moderating variable. In essence. different
Project Structures have been reported to have specific strengths and weaknesses
within the project context (Gobeli and Larson, 1987). Therefore, the proposed study
will also be able to test their moderating effects on IT project outcorne.
If, in fact, Pinto and Prescott’s (1988) critical variables are the same
predictors of project success in II projects (moderated by Life-cycÏe and Project
Structure) as they are in a cross-section of proj cet types, the resuits of our study may
4provide project managers with clarifications as to what measures of control to
exercise during ail phases of their projects, and across various organizational
structures, which may resuft in Iower II project failure rates.
As such, our principle research question is:
\Vhat is the relative impact of the Proj cet Management critical success/failure
factors on IT projects?2
The present document will provide a brief overview of what the principal
scholars in the field of Project Management and IT are saying, and will then describe
our study, our resuits, and will shed some light on the answer to our research
question.
2 Note: More specific hypotheses vi11 be described later on afier having presented the literature review
and the conceptual model.
Chapter 1 Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
In an effort to lay the theoretical groundwork for our study, the literature overview
presented hereafier centers around three primary thernes: 1) Project Management, 2)
Information Technology and 3) Information Technology Projects.
In the section on Project Management, we will attempt to define the notions of
both Projects and Project Management, identifying key characteristics of both.
Furthermore, we will discuss the benefits ofusing Project Management as a particular
management strategy, how to define successftil projects, and the factors associated
with project success. Finally, within this section, we will also define the constructs of
Project Life Cycle and Project Structure, and how they can moderate project
outcome.
The second section of our review will define Information Technology, and
discuss how its appropriate use can contribute to organizational effectiveness and
ultimately, contribute to an organization’s goal of competitive advantage. In
addition, we will consider how II success is measured, and identify certain bairiers to
II implementation.
The final section of our literature review will merge the concepts of Project
Management and II, such that we will present IT Project Management. Here, we
will try to describe industry phenomena related to II projects, and more particularly,
today’s high failure rate in these projects.
61.2 Pro Iect Management:
This section will focus on presenting Froject Management, an einerging
management-style trend, particularÏy within the context of the proposed study.
1.2.1 Definin% a Project
Given the pace of change in today’ s economy, organizations are re-visiting the way in
which current products and services are brought about. Whereas, traditionally, work
relied upon “...linear, sequential arrays of highly specialized and synchronized
effort” (Gilbreath, 1987, p.3), which Gilbreath (1987) calis operations, today, a
significant amount ofwork is being carried out under the form ofprojects.
A project is a particular form of management that differs from other forms
of management in that it is limited in both time and effort. Despite the fact that
various authors may define projects differently (Adams. 1997; Genest and Nguyen,
1990; Morley, 1996) there are stiil universal characteristics that allow the concept of
a project to be contrasted with other forms of management. The primary difference
between operations and projects is that operations use existing tools and processes in
the most efficient way possible to produce goods and/or services, while projects
involve more concerted, temporary effort to create a lirnited impact (Gilbreath, 1987).
A project will end as soon as its desired resuit is achieved. In operations-style
management, the process is established, and a product resuits. In projects, the desired
resuit is defined and, within this context. the process is designed. Projects have
specific goals, clear beginnings and ends, assigned resources (dollars. equipment and
people), and organized sequences of activities, tasks and events. The project is
complete once these activities and events are completed. and the outcome is either
produced or cancelled. (Gilbreath, 1987; Kerzner, 2003: Knutson and Bitz, 1991;
Lewis, 1993; Morris, 2002).
7According to Gilbreath (1987) the reason that management by projects is
becoming more and more popular, and potentially essentiai, has to do with the notion
of change. He daims that change (social, economic, technological and political) has
caused organizations to revise their business activity and models. Rather than
adhering to traditional operational organization of work (as in an assembly une), in
response to change. work can be organized into pro/ects, “...parailel,
unsynchronized, and generalized effort not tied to or dependent upon any estabiished
tools or techniques” (Gilbreath, 1987; 3). The benefits to organizing work in this
method are that it provides organizations with the ability to respond to change more
rapidly, and aiÏows them the opportunity to create new initiatives without being
restricted to existing processes and tools.
1.2.2 The Characteristics ofProjects
Despite an assortment of definitions, most researchers agree (Cieland and Kerzner,
1985; Cleland and King. 1983; Kerzner. 2003; Morris, 2002: Tuman, 1988) that
projects possess the following characteristics: ‘a) a specffied, iimited budget, b) a
specified date for completion, c) a preordained performance goal or set of goals, and
d) a series of compiex or intenelated activities” (Pinto and Prescott, 1988, p.6).
Projects are thus aiways restricted by time, budgetary, and resource restraints, and
aiways have an objective. Gilbreath (1987) suggests that h is easy to identify a
project when the result is a tangible product like a building or an airpiane. However,
efforts such as the performance of a heart transplant or conducting a political
carnpaign are also efforts, not necessarily involving final products, which aiso fali
within the project rubric. Thus, in ail project cases. there is stiil an objective or goal.
In contrast to projects, Lewis (1993) provides various examples of business
endeavours that are not considered projects such as: processing insurance daims,
manufacturing widgets, or cooking in a restaurant. Simpiy put. anything that
involves continuous. repetitive behaviour does not fail under the umbrella of project
activitv.
81.2.3 Defining Prolect Management
As the foregoing suggests, given the proliferation of work being organized into
projects, Project Management is the discipline of strategicaily managing ail the
elements associated with projects. Kerzner (2003, p.4) defines Project Management
as:
“The planning, organizing. directing. and controlling of cornpanv
resources for a relatively short-term objective that bas been established
to complete specific goals and objectives. furthermore, project
management utilizes the systems approach to management by having
fiinctional personnel (the vertical hierarchy) assigned to a specific
project (the horizontal hierarchy)”.
Knutson and Bitz (1991. p.1) suggest that project management ffilfihls two
purposes:
“1) It provides the technical and business documentation to
communicate the plan, and, subsequently, the status that facilitates
comparison of the plan against actual performance, and 2) it supports
the development of the managerial skills to facilitate better
management of the people and their project(s)”.
1.2.4 The Characteristics of Pro ject Management
Given the above definition of Project Management, there are certain global
characteristics or activities that take place within the management of ah projects.
Lewis daims that project management always includes the elements of “planning.
scheduling, and controlhing of project activities to achieve project objectives” (1993,
p.l5). According to Kerzner (2003), Project Management involves tasks like project
planning and monitoring. These tasks are comprised of the following elements:
• Project planning:
o Definition of work requirements
9o Definition of quantity and quality of work
o Definition ofresources needed
Project Monitoring:
o Tracking progress
o Comparing actual outcome to predicted outcorne
o Analyzing impact
o Making adjustments
Morris suggests that:
“At a minimum, there is (a) integration of the work of others needed to
assure project success — the ‘single point of integrative responsibility’
[Archibald, 1997] — (b) the application of certain project management
practices. It is the extent of application ofthese practices. and the nature
ofthe integration, that leads to differences in definition” (2002. p.5).
Lewis (1993) further defines four primary objectives that exist in ail projects.
Essentialiy, projects must ah be realized: 1) at the desired performance levei (P), 2)
within cost or budget constraints (C), 3) on time (T), and 4) while holding the scope
of the project constant (S) and using resources efficiently and effectively. There is a
definitely a relationship between these objectives, where ail four cannot be tied down
simultaneousiy. If three are specified, one must be allowed to vary. Lewis iilustrates
this with the following equation:
C = ftP, T, S), where Cost is a frmnction of Performance, Tiine and Project Scope.
As an example of this formula applied, Project Cost wiil increase if any or ah of
Performance, Tirne, and Scope increase.
Another characteristic or general rule about project management is the fact that ail
projects fohlow a certain life-cycÏe of anywhere from two to six phases (this aspect of
Projects wili be discussed in greater detail in the section on Froject Lzfe-cycÏes).
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1.2.5 The Benefits of Pro Iect Management
Intrinsically, there must be value to Project Management since it has gained so much
attention and widespread use. Now that we have defmed and discussed the concepts
and characteristics of Projects and Project Management, this section will examine
why Project Management is gaining in popularity and will look at some of the
benefits associated with using Project Management as a tool. Cook and Pritchard
(1998) discuss five benefits ofProject Management as described below:
1) It is a proven practice.
The history of Project Management dates back 5000 years. It became a modem
practice during World War II when organizations had to find new ways to break
functional boundaries, and accomplish complex tasks using resources from different
areas of skill. Since then. more and more organizations have embraced this as a
management style being used in the construction, aerospace, pharmaceutical,
technology, and telecommunications industries. Today, there are very few business
sectors that do not touch upon Project Management in some forrn.
Project Management has sparked the creation of professionaÏ associations,
with the most well known being the Project Management Institute (PMI), founded in
1969. In 1981, the institute created a set of practices enabling professional
accreditation with the first Project Management Professionals (PMP) being
recognized in 1984. Additionally, other international professional associations exist.
including the Association of Project Managers (founded in 1972 in the UK) and the
International Project Management Association (founded in 1965, based in Denmark).
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These associations allow Project Managers to speak a common language, thus
promoting clear communication and improving customer relations.
2) It is a time saver.
With the appropriate authority and control, Project Management cari be a time saver.
If the project manager is involved at the outset, Project Management can save time
given that it is used at the beginning of a project. The Project Manager is in a
position to set realistic deadiines for the project’s completion, when he/she is
involved in picinning the time it will take to carry out the project. Thus, the manager
cannot be used onÏy for monitoring project status, because this would remove an
important element of control over the project outcome. If the project manager is flot
involved in developing the project schedule, and it is pianned by functional
specialists or proposai writers who may not be aware of the intricacies involved in the
project’s execution, the project scheduie may run the risk ofbeing unrealistic.
Project managers can also save time for an organization by trctcking when and
why project activities are behind or ahead of schedule, and leaming from these.
Functional managers had this responsibility before the proliferation of project
management. These managers (ftinctional) may perceive this tracking process as a
nuisance interfering with their ‘real jobs’.
Given that Project managers shieid upper management from the proj cet teams,
they aiso save the time of upper management in having to deal with project resources.
The team need not run to upper management to resolve concems, in the case of
problems arising. Rather, the project managers can serve as communication conduits.
3) It is a rnoney saver:
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Project management can save money through appropriate project planning.
Project planning is the least expensive of the various project phases (to be discussed
later in greater detail), as it requires littie expense in terms of material. with the bulk
of the money being spent on human resources. However, it is during this planning
period that the project manager can establish a baseline according to which project
success/failure can later be measured. Project managers, with their cross-functional
skills, are more adept at setting this baseline than traditional fttnctional managers who
do flot have the same global understanding ofthe project as a whole.
Project Management has another money-saving effect in that it deploys resources
more effectively. The allocation ofresources to projects is one ofthe key elements in
many project management software packages. Again, with the broad view that
project managers have, they can effectively assign resources to tasks ensuring that
they are, for Ïack ofa better word, optirnalÏy expÏoited.
Project tracking is another money-saving aspect to project management. This
process enables the manager to monitor project progress such that he/she can avoid
and/or address project problems quickly.
Project reserves can also be an effective way to reduce project costs. Rather than
including bulky resources as part of the initial project (which may un-necessarily
inflate project costs), the manager can use resource reserves on a need only basis.
finally, ensuring project termination or closeout can also translate into rnoney
savings. The process will not linger beyond its time, potentially causing additional
drain on an organization’s resources, when the parties involved ensure consensus
over a project’s termination.
4) It optimizes organizational efficiencv.
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Project management allows resources to be rallied from a task-oriented perspective
rather than a ftinctional perspective. The early 1 900s saw a need to structure
individuals in a way where they could perform a single mission effectivelv, whereby
human resources developed areas of expertise. As such the firnctional organization of
work was bom. Customers were becoming more and more demanding in the mid
1900s requiring both service and integrated solutions, which led to a need for the
development of cross-functional teams. These teams required a focal point of
responsibility to ensure oversight of these cross-ffinctional projects (the project
manager) aHeviating this burden from the fiinctional managers, whose specialty was
really in managing specialized resources.
Proj cet management also builds tearnwork and empÏoyee growth in the sense
that the manager brings together resources that must work together cohesively. The
team building skills fostered during a project can be carried with an employee
throughout his/her career. With a clear objective, sense of direction and potential for
accomplishment. team members develop skills that enable them to work on other
cross-functional endeavours within an organization, or even in others. Furthermore,
the project serves each team member, as he/she develops a sense of
contributionlparticipation to the success/failure of the proj ect.
5) It meets customer needs:
The client expectations are outlined right at the beginning of a project process. These
can be defined overtly, but they may also be more covert based on the interaction
between the client and the project manager. In an initial project with a client, the
project manager’ s interaction with the client sets the scene for subsequent projects,
where the client deveÏops certain rapport expectations from the servicing organization
based on the experience he/she had with the project manager. The project manager
has the responsibility of ensuring that those expectations are met from that moment
on. If the customer secs consistency in the way that expectations are met, this will
14
forge the ioyalty bond between the customer and the supplier such that both
organizations benefit.
Kerzner (2003) discusses the following benefits of Project Management,
simular to the benefits outlined above:
• Identification of functional responsibilities to ensure that ail activities are
accounted for, regardless of personnel turnover;
• Minimizing the need for continuous reporting;
• Identification oftime limits for scheduling;
• Identification of a methodology for trade-off analysis;
• Measurement of accomplishment against plans;
• Early identification ofproblems so that corrective action may follow;
• Improved estimating capability for future planning;
• Knowing when objectives cannot be met or will be exceeded.
However, in order to achieve these benefits, Lewis (1993) also suggests certain
potential obstacles (listed below) that must not be neglected:
• Project complexity
• Customer’s special requirernents
• Organizational Restructuring
• ProjectRisks
• Changes in Techriology
• Forward planning and pricing.
1.2.6 Defïning Project Success
Whereas the above description discusses the benefit of Project Management as a
management strategy, certainly the primary goal in using this strategy is to achieve
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successful projects. This section will discuss what researchers propose with respect
to the determination of whether a project’s outcome is successftil.
Pinto (199$) suggests that assessing the success or failure of a project is not a
simple task. The first reason is that success/failure is a subjective term, which can
certainly be in the eye of the beholder. The project outcome can be mislabelled
without objective terms to determine whether or flot a project is considered
successful. Furthermore, at times, the nature of the data used in project assessment
may be incomplete such that evaluating projects midstream can be problernatic.
Historically, an attempt at an objective determination of project success
involved what Pinto (1998) describes as the “triple constraint”, used in ‘the old days’.
The three constraints were: 1) Time 2) Money and 3) Performance. In this context,
time refers to the project meeting or exceeding its scheduled deadiines, money refers
to the project being compieted with its budget allocation and peijormance refers to
the notion that the project resuit performs as h was intended to perform. Pinto (199$)
goes on to say that in today’ s modem business, this triple constraint model no longer
works weli. as each of the three measures used are internai. In other words. each
element satisfies a different internai interest group. for example, the money
constraint concems the internaI accounting group, while the performance constraint
might concern the internai engineering group (in the case of an engineering project).
The custorner element, however, is missing in this model is. Pinto (199$) maintains
that the new rules in Project Management need to ernbody a fourth element, causing a
quadruple constraint. The fourth element that Pinto includes is customer satisfaction.
His logic dictates that today’s project manager must not only manage project
activities, but must aiso take on the sales function of managing client relations. After
ail, there is no benefit if a project is successftilly complete according to the triple
constraint. and no one buys the proj cet outcorne (the product or service created).
Kerzner outiines that today’s definition ofproject success includes completing
the project:
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“...within the allocated time period, within the budgeted cost, at the
proper performance and specification level, with acceptance by the
custorner/user, with minimum or mutually agreed upon scope changes,
without disturbing the main work flow of the organization, and
without changing the corporate culture” (2003, p.6).
Beyond the abovementioned quadruple constraint model described by Pinto (1928),
Kerzner (2003) discusses three additional elements: scope, workjlow, and corporate
culture. He daims that major scope changes in projects can destroy both project
morale as welI as the entire project itself such that they must be kept to a minimum
and fiirthermore, must be approved by the client/user. In terms of workflow, Kerzner
(2003) suggests that many project managers may view themselves as independent
entrepreneurs, and want to separate their work from the context of the parent
organization. This, however, is flot always possible such that project managers must
be aware of, and work within. the parent organization’s guidelines, policies,
procedures, rules and directives. Finally, with respect to corporate culture, Kerzner
maintains that a project manager should not expect the human resources working on
his/her project to deviate from the organization’s cultural norms.
“If the company has a cultural standard of openness and honesty when
dealing with customers, then this cuhural value should remain in place
for ail projects, regardless of who the customer/user is or how strong
the project manager’s desire for success is” (2003, p.6).
Baker, Murphy and Fisher provide the following definition of project success
based on research in 650 projects:
if the project rneets the techriical performance specifications and/or
mission to be performed, and there is a high level of satisfaction
conceming the project outcome among key people in the parent
organization, key people in the client organization. key people on the
project team. and key users or clientele ofthe project effort, the project
is considered an overali sticcess” (198$. p.9O3).
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Given that each elernent of this definition is biased by perception, the authors found
that a more appropriate term for project success would be ‘perce ived success of a
project’.
Belassi and Tukel (1996) point out that, in general, there are two problems
with determining what is project success in an of itself. As maintained by Pinto and
Sievin (1989), the first problem is that the perception of project success or failure
may vary depending on which party is asked; the same project may be considered
successftil by the client yet unsuccessfiil by top management. The second problem is
that there are variations in the Ïiterature with respect to the lists of factors
contributing to the success/failure of a project, and that these factors may not even
directÏy impact the success/failure of the project. “Usually, a combination of many
factors. at different stages of project life cycle, resuit in project success or failure”
(Belassi and Tukel, 1996; 142). Given second contention, thefctctors associated with
project success will be discussed and presented in the next section.
1.2.7 Success factors in Pro ject Management
Despite the fact that a project’s outcome (success/failure) may be assessed
subjectively, there stiil remain, in the literature on Project Management, certain
factors that have been demonstrated to be strongly associated with project
success/failure. This section will focus on presenting these factors, arnong which are
the ten factors presented by Pinto and Prescott (1988) that serve as independent
variables in the present study.
Pinto and Sievin (1988) established ten project management factors for
project implementation that proved to be significantly colTelated with project
performance. To assess the impact ofthese factors, Sievin and Pinto used the Project
Implementation Profile (PIP), a tool they developed to assist project managers in
applying their model of balancing strategy and tactics (Sievin and Pinto, 1986). The
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ten factors that these researchers associated with project success are the following
(Pinto3, 1998):
1) Project Mission. 2) Top Management Support, 3) Project Schedule/Plan, 4) Client
Consultation, 5) Personnel, 6) Technical Tasks, 7) Client Acceptance, 8) Monitoring
and Feedback, 9) Communication and 10) Troubleshooting. Each of these will be
defined briefly:
1) Project 1’vIission:
Project Mission refers to the general goals of the project in terms of its feasibility.
Pinto (1998) suggests that both at the project kick-off as well as throughout the
project, project managers must ask some fundamental questions: “Are the goals clear
to me and the rest of the organization? Are the goals of the project in une with the
general goals ofthe organization?” (Pinto, 1998; 8).
2) Top management support:
Is top management prepared to provide the project manager with the required
resources and authority so that he/she can achieve project success? Pinto (199$)
daims that the proj cet manager relies heavily on upper-management not only for
direction and authority, but also for help in the case that the project runs into
difficulty.
3) Project plans and schedules:
This factor refers to the detailed specification of ah the tasks required for the project’s
implementation. Pinto (199$) distinguishes between plans and schedules by
Note: We reference Pinto (1998) ftom a chapter entitled The Elements ofProject Success in the Field
Guide to Project Management, edited by D. Cleland, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1988. This chapter was
adapted ftorn SztccessfitÏ Ji?/orlnation Svstem Impteinentation: The Hztman Skie, by Jefftey K. Pinto,
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indicating that plans refer to outiining the stages in the implementation process while
scheduÏing is the creation of specific time and task-interdependent structures.
Scheduling tools can be used to monitor actual performance against the time and
budget originally allocated.
4) Client Consultation:
The project manager must ensure that there is communication and active listening for
ail active parties in the project. Pinto (199$) defines the client as anyone who wiil be
using the resuit of the project, regardless of whether they are customers outside the
company, or departments within the company. When a project manager identifies the
pioject’s clients, he/she can better determine whether or flot their needs are being
met.
5) Personnel:
This factor refers to ensuring that the appropriate human resources are recruited,
selected and trained to be part of the project team. Pinto (199$) daims that in many
cases the personnel is not adequately selected. The project manager must see to it that
hurnan resources have the necessary skills and commitment to perform their functions
within the project team.
6) Technical Tasks:
This factor is defined as the required technology and expertise to carry out the
tecimicai steps of the project. Organizations must ensure that they have competent
human resources as well as the technicai means to successftïlly carry out the project.
PMI Publications (1994) and Successfiu/ Project Managers, b Jeffrey K. Pinto and O.P. Kharbanda,
Van Nostrand Reinhold (1995).
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7) Client Acceptance:
This factor relates to the act of selling’ the project outcome to its intended users.
This happens when the project execution phase is complete (this phase will be
discussed later on in the tfe-cycle section), at the final stage of the project’s
implementation. According to Pinto (1998), many project managers falsely believe
that just because the other stages of the implementation process were handled well.
that the client will automatically accept the resuit. This, however, is flot the case.
The project manager must manage the client whereby he/she must be prepared to seit
the project to clients.
8) Monitoring and Feedback:
This factor refers to the provision of control information at every step of project
implementation. Pinto (199$) argues how important tracking is for the project
manager to be prepared for problems and deficiencies and seek out corrective
measures quickly. However, he also daims that in rnany organizations “. . .there is
little general agreement on how to track projects, what features to track, and how to
report this data” (Pinto. 1998, p.20). Despite this, any sort of feedback rnechanism
will only positively support proj ect implernentation.
9) Communication:
This factor refers to the provision of appropriate channels of communication, and
access to data for ail key players in the project’s implementation. Pinto (199$) points
out that this communication is essential within the project team. between the team
and the rest of the organization as well as with the clients. Communication issues
include: “...the project’s capabilities, the goals of the implementation process,
changes in policies and procedures, and status reports” (Pinto, 199$, p.2O).
10) Troubleshooting:
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Ibis final factor refers to the ability to identify and handie problems that may arise
during the project that may have been unforeseen in the original plan. Given that it is
impossible to initially predict every snag that might arise throughout the course of a
project implementation, it is important that the project manager put mechanisms in
place that would allow for quick reaction time in the face of trouble (Pinto, 199$).
Aside from the ten critical success factors suggested by Pinto (also Pinto and
Prescott, 198$; Pinto and Slevin, 1989) above. there have been other factors
identified in the literature that may also contribute to the success or failure of a
project. In their 1996 study, Belassi and Tukel summarize the research done on
project management critical success factors, and try to elaborate a new framework for
determining these critical success factors. A summary of their discussion is as
follows:
The authors atternpt to a) describe the various factors identified in the
literature and then, b) group them by category. Their objective is not to identify all
the critical success factors but rather, they contend that this categorization of success
factors is a sufficient tool for project evaluation. The authors believe that
categorization allows the project evaluator to determine the combined effects of these
factors.
The additional factors associated with PM success that have been identified
by other researchers and are presented in Table i4 (on page 22) taken from Belassi
and Tukel’s study (1996)D:
1 From Belassi. W., and Tukel, 0.1., A New frameworkfor Deterinining Critical Success/FaïÏure
Factors in Projects, International Journal ofProject Management. Vol. 14, No. 3, p.143, 1996.
Note: We vil1 flot go into a detailed discussion ofthe critical success factors discussed by other
researchers as the model used in the present study proposal contains only Pinto and Prescott’s (198$)
critical success factors. However, a more detailed discussion ofcritical success factors proposed by
other researchers may be presented in the literature review section of our final thesis.
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Table I: CSF Devet d in the Literature
Seven Usts of Critical Success Factors Developed in the Literature
Martm
______
(1984) Cleland and Sayles and Baker, Murphy Pinto and Morris and
(1976) KingÇl983) - Chandier (1971) and Ficher (1983) Slevrn (1969) Hough (1987)
Define goals Make project Project Project Clear goals Top Project
commitments summary managers management objectives
known competence support
Select Project Operational Scheduling Goal commitment Client Technical
Project authority Concept ofproject team consultation uncertainty
organization from the top inno’ation
-al
philosophy
General Appoint Top Control systems On-site project Personnel Politics
managemen competent management and manager recruitment
t support project support responsibilities
manager
Organize Set up Financial Monitoring and Adequate funding Technical tasks Community
and delegate communica support feedback to completion involvement
authority tions and
procedure
Select Set up contraI Logistic Continuing Adequate project Client Schedule
project team mechanisrns requirements involvement in team capability acceptance duration
(schedules, the project urgency
etc.)
Allocate Progress Facihty support Accurate initial Monitoring and Financial
sufficient meetings cost estimates feedback contract legal
resources problems
Provide for Market iviinimum start-up Communication Implement
control and Intelligence difficulties problems
information (‘ho je the
mechanisms client)
Require Project schedule Planning and Trouble-
planning control techniques shooting
and_review
Executive Task (vs. social Characteristics
development orientation) of the project
and training team leader
Manpower and Absence of Power and
organization bureaucracy politics
.
Acquisition Environment
events
Information and Urgency
communication
channels
Project review
Belassi and Tukel (1996) created four categories of factors into which they
could classify potential criticat success factors (CSf). As rnentioned above, they did
not want to corne up with ail the critical success factors. but rather with a
classification system. Using this system thev suspected that project managers would
be able to better understand and evaluate the aspects of a project that are most critical
to its success. Thev created four groups of factors: 1) Factors related to the project.
2) factors related to the Proj cet Manager and Team Members 3) Factors related to the
organization and 4) Factors related to the external environment. They suggest that
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any of the factors proposed in the literature can fit into one of these factor groups.
The authors also maintain that the various factor groups can influence each other, and
that this inter-relationship can help project managers more clearly understand their
project’s critical success factors. See Figure 1 6 on page 23, which is Belassi and
Tukel’s (1996) proposed model for how the categories of factors can interact with
each other. The resuits of Belassi and Tukel’s study (1996) are less relevant, as their
goal was really to present the framework for the categorization and inter—relation of
the factor groups.
Figure 1: Belassi and TukePs model (1996)
Factors related to the Project Manager
________
.Abffity to delegate authority
.Abihty ta tradeoif
.Abffity to coordinate
• ?erception of hie raie & responsibiities
• Competence
___________________________________________
• Commitment
Project Teain Membere
• Technical background
• Communication akilis
• Troubleshooting
• Commit ment
Having presented and defined the critical success factors that will be used in
the proposed study model, the next two sections will focus on other variables that
mav moderate the effects of the critical success factors on project resuhs; these
6 From Belassi, W., and Tukel, 0.1.. A New Frameworkfor Determining Critical Success/FaiÏure
Factors in Projects, International Journal ofProlect Management, Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 144, 1996.
Client consultation and accetance\
Project Managers performance on the job\ •Effective planning and echedffing
•Effective coordination &
communication
• Effective use of manageriai saille
-Effective control and monitoring
ectprehminyestimates
:
Factors related to the Project
• Sire & Value
• Umruenecs of project act:v1tes
• Dencity cf a project
• Life cycle
• Urgency
:
Factors lated to the Organizaon
•Top managemen; Support
•Proiect arganiraonal strurture
•Functional managerc’ support
•Project Champion
Factors related to the External
E nvironment
•Pohtical envfronment
• Economical emnronment
•Sorial environment
• Technolcgical environment
• Nature
• Client
• Competitore
• Sub-conlractors
Availability of Resources
(Human, financlal, ram materiais
and facilities)
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4.2 1’1easures and Operational Model
4.2.1 The Moderating Variables
Regarding Project Lzfe-CycÏe, respondents were asked to indicate in which phase of
the Project Lfe-Cycle they were involved. They had the following four Project
Phase choices: a) Initiation, b) Planning, e) Execution and d) Closing.
Regarding Project Structure, respondents were asked to indicate, from a
choice of three (3) organizational structures, in which their project team operated.
The three choices were a) functional Organization, b) Projectized Organization, or c)
Matrix Organization. Respondents who said that they worked in a Matrix
Organization then had to further specify a sub-type of Matrix Organization. The
options were: a) Strong (Project) Matrix Organization, b) Weak (Functional) Matrix
Organization or c) Balanced Matrix Organization.
Project Life Cycle
Table II on page 5$ shows the breakdown of responses by phases of Proj cet Life
Cycle.
Table II: Sap”te Breakdown - y ct Phase
Phase N
Conceptualization 19
Plamiing 19
Execution 90
Termination 2
Missing values 1
Total 131
The majority of the respondents (68.7%) described projects that were in the
Execution phase where onÏy 1.5% described projects in the Termincition phase.
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14.5% of respondents described projects in the Conceptualization phase. Similarly,
the remaining 1 4.5% ofrespondents described projects in the Planning phase.
Given the smaÏl number of individuals who participated in certain project
phases (n<30), it has been decided to group the first two phases together to comprise
one variable, and to group the second two phases together to comprise one variable.
The Conceptualization phase was grouped with the Planning phase (n3 8), and the
Execution phase was grouped with the Termination phase (n92). In grouping the
variables together, the two new variables stili reftected project phases, as one variable
reflects the begliming of the project, while the other reflects the end of the project.
This is similar to the two phases proposed by Pinto and Mante! (1990) who proposed
that project life cycle can be viewed in two phases, the Strategic phase, relating to
development and the Tactical phase relating to execution.
Project Structure
Table III, on page 59, shows the breakdown of responses by Project Structure.
Projectized 40
Matrix 6$
iIissing values O
Total 131
17.6% ofrespondents carried out their projects in a fttnctional structure, while 30.5%
were in a Projectized structure. 51.9% of the respondents worked in a Matrix
structure.
for our statistical analysis, although The Functional structure contained few
people (n23), we kept the three types of structures distinct, rather than grouping the
functionaÏ structure with another structure. We suspected that there is something to
Breakdown by Project Structure
functional 23
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explore with this moderating variable, and that combining it with another, would flot
be adequate, particularly since Project Structure is a Discrete variable.
4.2.2 The Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variables were borrowed from Pinto and Prescott’s (198$) critical
success factors. They were measured by five to eleven (5-11) items on a seven (7)
point Likert type scale ranging from one (1) strongly disagree, to seven (7), strongly
agree.
The dependent variable, IT Froject Sztccess, was also measured on a seven (7)
point Likert scale along nine (9) dimensions.
Reliabilïty of the Independent Variables
Prior to using the variables in subsequent analyses, a reiiability test of item
homogeneity per construct was perforrned.
The statistical measure that was selected to test for this internai consistency is
Cronbach’s Alpha. It is recommended to sue this statistical measure of internai
consistency when doing analyses on appreciation scaies such as Likert’s (Kaplan and
Saccuzzo, 1993, p.ll5). Since certain variables had a large variance, it has been
decided to use the standardized Alpha coefficient. Most researchers in the social and
behaviourai science agree that if the standardized Alpha measure is higher than .70,
then the variable can be considered homogenous (Darren and Mallery, 1999;
Nunnally, 197$). If a variable is hornogenous then we can create a construct value
for each variable that is a reflection of the mean of its dimensions.
The measures of homogeneity are presented in Table IV on page 61.
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10 130 .849
2.Top 10 131 .881
Management
Support
3.Project 8 130 .866
Planning and
Scheduling
4.ClientNeeds 5 129 .835
5. Personnel 9 130 .669
6.Projectlasks 10 130 .832
7. Client 11 128 .926
Communication
8. Control and 10 129 .908
Feedback
9.ProbÏem 10 129 .891
Identification
Dependent 10. Project 9 125 .753
Variable Success
Results indicated that each of the independent variables, were. indeed,
homogenous, with alpha coefficients of .80 or higher, with the exception of the
Personnel independent variable (alpha .669). Afier doser inspection of the
dimensions that were a priori considered for the Personnel construct it had been noted
that one item, namely the dimension relating to manpower forecast, was the cause for
relatively low reliability and it has therefore been eliminated. The remaining eight
(8) items were subsequently used to compute the Personnel variable and the alpha
value was improved from .669 to .866.
Variance and Distribution Characteristics
Once the constructs for each variable were created, we were able to look at the
frequency distribution for each variable. We found that, despite the fact that the
variables were ail normally distributed, the majority of them were asymmetrically
skewed to the right, indicating that on average most people responded that they were
Table 1V: Measures ofllom ofeach Construet
Independent
Variables
Type of Name of Number of Nttmber of Cronbach’s
Variable Variable Items Cases Alpha Measure
1. Project
Mission
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in agreement with the statements (A histogram of the frequency distribution for the
dependant variable is presented in Annex 2).
4.2.3 Hvpothesis Testing
To test the three hypotheses proposed, the first analysis performed was bivariate
Pearson correlations between each of the independent variables and the dependent
variable (Project Success). These correlations, at first, did not take the moderating
variables of Project Life Cycle and Project Structure into account. Subsequently,
correÏations were calculated under in each stage of Project Life Cycle and in each
Proj ect Structure to determine their moderating effects on the correlation between the
independent variables and the dependent variable. finalÏy. a regression analysis was
perfonned to determine the impact of ail the independent varjables on Project
Success.
Bivariate Correlations
In order to see whether there is a relationship between each of the independent
variables and the dependent variable, the subject of our first hypothesis, which states
that the nine (9) independent variables wiii have a significant impact on project
success, we began by performing bivariate correlation analyses. See Table V, on
page 63, for the Bivariate Correlation Table of the nine success factors (the
independent variables) and the measure of success (the dependent variable).
For the bivariate correlations in Table V, on page 63, the Pearson correlation method
was used. This rnethod measures the degree of linear relationship between two
quantitative, continuous variables (Kaplan and Saccuzzo, 1993). Nevertheiess,
scientists accept the use of ordinal variables as weil with the Pearson method. Given
that Pearson’s method requires a sample of reasonable size (n>30) and the variables
must be normaliy distributed, the independent and dependent variables meet the
criteria for using Pearson’s method.
N=130
r
o.)
The bivariate correlation analyses will also serve as the starting point for the
(“) regression analysis, to be discussed later.
Table V: Bivariate Correlations
tariable Support Planning Needs Personnel Tasks Communication Control Problem Suecess
Mission
Mission
Support
Plannin2
Needs
Personnel
Tasks
Communication
Control
Problem
.642 1
p=.000 p=.
N=130 N=131
.451 .554 1.000
p=.000 p=.000 p=.
N=129 N=130 N=130
.491 .488 .451
p=.000 p=.000 p=.000 p=.
N=128 N=129 N=129 N=129
.420 .498 .598 E510 1
p=.000 p.OOO p.000 p= 000 p.
N=129 N=130 N130 N129 N=130
.487 .508 .549 .578 .580 1
p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p=.
N=129 N=130 N=130 N=129 N130 N130
.521 .536 .641 .697 .679 .638 1
p=.000 p=.000 p=.000 p=.000 p-.O0O p.O0O p=.
N=127 N=128 N128 N=128 N=128 N=128 N=128
.519 .620 .759 .495 .630 .624 .691 1
p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p=.
N=12$ N=129 N=129 N=128 N129 N=129 N=128 N=129
.459 .581 .606 .55] .568 .606 .636 .71(1
p=.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.00() p.000 p.
N=128 N=129 \=129 N=128 N=129 N=129 ‘2128 N=129 N=129
Success 497 .534 .416 .379 .496 .447 .456 .459 .610 1
p=.000 p.600 .000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.000 p.
N=124 N=125 N=125 N=124 N=125 N=125 N=124 N=125 N=125 N=125
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Hi: The Correlation between the iiidependent variables and Project Success
The bivariate conelation matrix confirms that with respect to our first hypothesis, the
independent variables have an impact on Project Success. Each ofthe independent
variables shows moderate to strong conelation with the dependent variable.
Table VI, on page 64, shows the Pearson bivariate conelations between each
ofthe independent variables (IV) and the dependent variable, Project Success.
Table VI: Bivariate Correlations
- IV and ProjçSuccess
Pearson Bivariate Correlations (p.Ol; n>124)
Independent Variable and Overail Project Success
7Overall Project Success
1. Project Mission r = .497
_____
2. Top Management Support r = .534
_____ _______
3. Planning and Scheduling r = .416
4. Client Needs r .379
5. Personnel r .496
6. Project Tasks r = .447
7. Client Communication r = .456
8. Controlandfeedback r.459
9. Problem Identification r .610
As can be observed in Table VI, on page 64, the independent variable that showed the
smallest correlation with the dependent variable was Client Needs (r=.379, p=.Ol),
while the greatest correlation was with Problem Identification (rr=.610, p=.01).
Nonetheless, even to a certain degree, ail ofthe independent variables were correlated
with Project Success.
Reducing co-linearity aizd choosing a minimal set of Indepeitdeitt variables
Aithough the variables proved to be homogenous as per the alpha coefficients for
each variable, an examination of the coneiation matrix of the variables (see Table V
on page 63) also revealed moderate to high correlations among some of the
independent variables. To ensure that each variable rneasured one construct, an
expioratory factor analysis was performed for ail nine (9) independent variables and
the dependent variable. This extraction method, when used in its varimax option.
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attempts to find minimal orthogonal factors and discover a new underlying structure
that can be used in subsequent analyses. This will be further discussed in the
operation considerations for the regression analysis.
The Correlation behveen tue independent variables
Table VII, on page 66, highlights the problem relating to high levels of correlation
between the independent variables. A correlation greater than .20 but less than .30
constitutes a weak correlation, while a moderate correlation is represented by
coefficients between .30 and .40. We noted that many of the independent variables
had correlation coefficients that were .50 and higher. To us, this identified an issue of
multicollinearity. The variables that had this high conelation (of .50 or higher) are
displayed in Table VII, on page 66.
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Table VII: Correlation between the IV
As illustrated in Table VIII, on page 67, the following variables were very highly
correlated with other independent variables, given the number oftimes where
correlation coefficients were greater than or equal to .50:
I) Project Tasks
Pearson Correlation Coefficients r.60; p=.Ol
r60; p=.Ol r50 but.60;
p=.o1
Project Mission and Top Management Support: r .642
Project Mission and Client Communication: r = .521
Project Mission and Control andFeedback: r =519
Top Management Support and Control and feedback r = .620
Top Management Support and Project Planning and Scheduling r=.554
Top Management Support and Project Tasks r = .508
Top Management Support and Client Communication r = .536
Top Management Support and Problem Identification r = .581
Project Planning and Scheduling and Client Communication r = .641
Project Planning and Scheduling and Control and Feedback r = .759
Project Planning and Scheduling and Problem Identification r = .606
Project Planning and Scheduling and Personnel r .598
Project Planning and Scheduling and Project Tasks r = .549
Client Needs and Client Communication [ r = .697
Client Needs and Personnel r .510
Client Needs and Project Tasks r = .578
Client Needs and Problem Identification r = .551
Personnel and Client Communication r = .679
Personnel and Project Tasks r = .580
ionnel and Problem Identification r = .568
Project Tasks and Client Communication r = .638
Project Tasks and Control and f eedback r = .624
Project Tasks and Problem Identification r = .608
Client Communication and Control and Feedback r = .691
Client Communication and Problem Identification r = .638
Control and feedback and Problem Identification r = .710
2) Client Communication
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3) Control and Feedback
4) Problem Identification
These variables thus required particular attention when doing the regression analysis,
to be discussed later. Table VIII, on page 67, shows the number of instances where
each variable was highly correlated with another (r?.50).
Table VIII: Instances of High Correlation between the W
Instances of Correlation (coefficients) for the Independent Variables
Pearson r?50; p.Ol ; n>124
r >.60; p=.Ol r >.50 but r.6O; p=.Ol Total
Project Mission 1 2 3
Top Management Support i 2 4 6
Planning and Scheduling 3 3 6
Client Needs 1 3 4
Personnel 2 4 6
Project Tasks 3 4 7
Client Communication 6 2 $
Control and feedback 6 1 7
Problem Identification 4 3 7
H2: Project Ljfe Cycle as a Moderating Variable
To test the second hypothesis, that Project Life Cycle has a moderating effect on the
relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable, it was
decided to do a correlation analysis between each independent variable and the
dependent variable of Project Success, under the control of the different phases of
Project Life Cycle. To re-iterate, given the small number of respondents in the four
phases of Project Life Cycle, the first two phases of Project Life Cycle
(Conceptualisation and Planning) were grouped together to form one phase, while
the second two phases of Project Life Cycle (Execution and Termination) were
grouped to form a another phase. The two new phases are quite similar to those
proposed by Pinto and Mantel (1990). Table IX, on page 68, shows the correlation
matrix of each independent variable with the dependent variable of Project Success
under the control ofthe two project phases.
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Table IX: Correlations between IV and Snccess Controlling for Phase
Exècution/l’ermination
Success
In both phases of the Froject Life Cycle ail the independent variables remained
conelated with overail Project Success, although to varying degrees.
In the Conceptuafl:ation/Planning phase, the strongest conelation observed
was between Top Management Support and Project Success (r.762, p.O1). Mission
also showed a strong correlation with Project Success in this phase (r=.633, p=.Ol).
Control and feedback, Problem Identification, and Personnel also showed to be
rather highly correlated with overali Pro] ect Success. The rest of the variables showed
moderate correlation with Pro] ect Success in this phase, with Client Needs showing
the weakest conelation with Project Success (r=.313, p=.Ol).
In the ExecittioniTermination phase, ail of the independent variables remain at
least moderately correlated with Project Success. The only variable, however, to
emerge as being highly correiated with Project Success is Problem Identification
(r.671, p.Ol). It is interesting to note that Top Management Support was most
highly correÏated with Project Success in the ConceptuaÏization/FÏanning phase, but
of ail the variables. showed the weakest correlation with Project Success in the
Execution/Termination phase.
Vv’hen controiling for Froject Life CycÏe, ail the variables stiil rernained,
across both phases, correlated with Project Success. On the basis of these first
bivariate correlation resuits. we observe differences in the r across project phases.
Therefore, we can conclude that the pattem of conelation is quite different.
Iiii.tMU I iitflT I ibflNI I.imiiniifT1! im;i• iiiii
Success .633 .762 .449 .313 .527 .481 .470
.592 .543
p=.000 p=.000 p=.000 p.000 p.000 p=.000 p.000 p=.000 p.000
N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35 N=35
.442 .411 .478 .435 .493 .462 .457 .426 .671
p.000 p.000 p=.OO0 p=OOO p=.000 p=,000 p=.000 p=.000 p=.000
N=88 N=89 N=89 N=8$ N=89 N=89 N=88 N=89 N=89
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H3: Project Structure as a Moderating Variable
b test the third hypothesis, that Froject Structure has a moderating effect on the
relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable, it was
decided to do another correlation analysis between each independent variable and the
dependent variable of Project Success, under the control of each of the three Froject
Structures. In this case, it was decided to use Spearman’s rank correlation rather than
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. The reasoning behind this is that Spearman’s’ rank
correlation is typically used in instances where the data is flot normally distributed
(Kaplan and Sacuzzo, 1993, p.84). When the sample ofrespondents was divided into
the three different Project Structure categories. the number of respondents in the
Functional Structure alone became quite small (N=22). With sucli a small number of
cases, we suspected that the distribution would be less likely to be normal, which is
why Spearman’s rank conelation was used. Table X, on page 69, shows the
correlation matrix of each independent variable with the dependent variable of Project
Success under the control ofthe three Froject Structures.
Table X: Correlations between 1V and Success Controtting for Structure (Spearman’s Rho)
IWTTii .iiri•tfTi1 irmnmi ir
Itt’I
Success .369 .378 .533 .398 .566 .386 .623 .478 .674
Sig.091 Sig.083 Sig.011 Sig.067 Sig.006 Sig.076 Sig.002 Sig.024 Sig.001
N=22 N=22 N=22 N=22 N=22 N=22 N22 N=22 N=22
I
Success .432 .583 .594 .594 .622 .577 .527 .746 .703
Sig.008 Sig.000 Sig.000 Sig.000 Sig.000 Sig.000 Sig.001 Sig.000 Sig.000
N=36 N=37 N=37 N=37 N=37 N37 N=37 N=37 N=37
Success .370 .440 .335 .399 .400 .408 .438 .385 .589
Sig.002 Sig.000 Sig.006 Sig.001 Sig.001 Sig.001 Sig.000 Sig.001 Sig.000
N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66 N=66
In ail three Structures, ail of the independent variables stili show moderate to
high correlations with Project Success. In the functional Structure, both Client
Communication and Problem Identification showed high correlations with Project
Success. while the correlations between Project Success and the rest of the
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independent variables remain moderate. In the functional Structure, Project Mission
shows the weakest correlation with Project Success of ail the variables.
The Projectized Structure shows even more pronounced correlations with
Control and Feedback, Problem Identification, and Personnel ail highly correlated
with Project Success. Although stili moderateiy conelated with Project Success,
Project Mission shows the weakest correlation with in the Projectized Structure.
Finally, in the Matrix Structure, again, ail of the independent variables are
stili, at least moderateiy correiated with Project Success, with the strongest
correlation being between Problem Identification and Project Success. In ail three
Project Structures, Probiem Identification emerged as being one of the variables that
had the strongest correlation with Project Success. In the Matrix Structure, Planning
and Scheduling and Project Mission were among the variables least strongly
correlated with Project Success.
The Impact of ail the Independent Variables on Project Success - Regression
analysis
In order to determine the relative impact of each of the nine (9) independent variables
in Project Success, a regression analysis was performed. However, prior to
performing the regression analysis, we needed to ensure that we addressed the
problem of multicollinearity. Since there was a great deal of multicollinearity
between the independent variables, in order to avoid unduly inflating the r2 value, we
needed to re-assess and revise which variables would be included in the regression
model.
Operationat considerations
We envisioned two possible ways of addressing the multicolÏinearity issue: 1)
performing a factor analysis and 2) subtracting variables from the model.
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Thefactor analysis
The purpose of the factor analysis was to test whether our questionnaire actually
measured fine (9) constructs. Given that many of the independent variables had
correlations coefficients greater than .50 between them, we suspected that the
questionnaire measured less than nine (9) variables. To our surprise, the factor
analysis revealed even more than fine (9) components. In fact, it revealed fourteen
(14). It was done for the seventy three (73) questions that measure the independent
variables. Table XI, on page 72, presents the total variance explained by each of the
components. Rather than reducing the matrix, the number of components that
emerged practically doubled (14 rather than 9). Although, it appears as though only
three of these components (18%, 10%, 8%) are important in showing a strong
variance compared with the other factors (these three components demonstrated 44%
of the cumulative variance). Although this does not necessarily mean that our
original nine (9) independent variables are flot potential determinants of project
success, the analysis shows us that there may be another typology that is more
detailed and laborious.
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Table XI: Factor Anatysis
Total Variance Explained
________
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
Component Total ¾ of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1 18.110 21.819 21.819 18.110 21.819 21.819
2 9.886, 11.910• 33.729 9.886 11.910 33.729
3 8.222 9.906 43.635 8.222 9.906 43.635
4 6.999 8.432 52.067 6.999 8.432 52.067
5 6.521 7.856 59.923 6.521 7.856 59.923
6 6.04& 7.286: 67.210 6.048 7.286j 67.210
7 5.158 6.215 73.424 5.158 6.215f 73.424:
8 4.721 5.688 79.112 4.721 5.688 79.112
9 4233 5100 84212 4233 5100 84212
1O 3.535 4.259 88.471 3.535
- 4.259 88.471
11 2945 3548 92019 2945 3548 92019
12 2.365 2.850. 94.869 2.365. 2.850. 94.869j
13 2.054 2.475: 97.344 2.054 2.475 97.344
14 1 708 2 058 99 402 1 708 2 058 99 402
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
..
Despite the factor analysis, and given that it identified even more components,
we elected to retain our fine (9) original independent variables as, nonetheless, they
were determined to be homogenous based on Cronbach’s Alpha measures.
Subtracting VarictbÏesfrom the i’vlodeÏ
The decision as to which variables to include in the regression model was made based
on the instances of intercolTelation between the variables (See Table VIII on page
67). The process that we used consisted of identifying those variables that that were
strongly correlated (r.50, p=.00l). We then calculated the number of times that this
sort of strong correlation appeared for each ofthe variables.
The instance of correlation analysis for the correlation coefficients greater
than or equal to .50 showed (as mentioned above) that the following four variables
were rnost strongly inter-conelated: 1) Project Tasks, 2) Client Communication, 3)
Control and feedback and 4) Problem Identification. We therefore decided to remove
these four (4) variables from the regression model. This left us with the remaining
-T-,
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five (5) independent variables. These are: 1) Project Mission, 2) Top Management
Support, 3) Client Needs, 4) Planning and Scheduling, and 5) Personnel.
Both Belout and Gauvreau (2004) and Pinto and Prescott (198$) were faced
with the challenge of multicollinearity and elected to remove some of the most highly
inter-correlated variables from their analysis. Furthermore, two of these variables
(Client Communication and Control and Feedback) were variables that were also
removed by Belout and Gauvreau (2004).
Tite Regression Mode!
In this section we will discuss the way the data included in the analysis was treated
and we will present the resuits ofthe regression analysis.
The regression was done using SPSS for Windows. The analyses were done
using the ‘missing listwise deletion” mode. This method for treating missing values
allows for a more accurate representation of the phenomenon observed, as a case is
immediately eliminated if it has a missing value for any of the variables included in
the regression.
For the regression analysis. the ‘stepwise” mode was used allows the
researcher to determine only those variables that significantly explain the variance in
the r2. The first regression analysis was done for ah Project Lfe Cycle phases
together, while the subsequent two regression analyses were doue for each of the two
combined phases of Projeet Lfe C’ycle. Table XII, on page 74, shows the resuits of
these three regression analyses.
There was no regression analysis performed for each of the three Project
Structures. We feit that we could flot do a regression analysis for each Structure, as
the sample size for the Functional and the Projectized Structures was too small for a
regression analysis with five variables.
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Table XII: CSF as per the Regression Analvsis using the Stepwise Mode
I1‘‘ -
-
- I’
. Imnnii.
Ail Project Phases 122 Support .28 47.18 .000 .000
121 Personnel .35 32.53 .000 .000
ConceptualizationlPlanning Phase 34 Support .58 45.75 .000 .035
ExecutionlTermination Phase 86 Personnel .24 27.24 .000 .000
$5 Mission .30 18.27 .000 .004
As can be observed, we found that in with ail Project Phases together, Top
Management Support and Personnel were significantly related to success, with an r2
value of .35. The majority of the variance was explained by Top Management
Support, which had an r2 value of .28 alone.
In the Conceptualization/PÏanning phase, Top Management Support remained
significant in explaining 58% of the variance in the regression model. These resuits,
however, must be interpreted with caution as the sample size of relevant cases was
quite small (N34).
Finally, in the Execution/Termination phase. Personnel and Project Mission
were the factors that emerged to be significantly related to success with the r2 value
being .30 between the two. In these latter phases ofthe Froject LUè Cycle, Personnel
was the dominant factor ofthe two significant variables with an r2 value of .24.
Chapter 5 Discussion
In this section, we will discuss the resuits obtained in the present study and whether
our four hypotheses can be accepted or rejected. We will also compare our resuits to
those obtained by Pinto and Prescott their 1988 study, as well as those obtained by
Belout and Gauvreau in 2004. finally, we will discuss the limits of our methodology
as well as potential avenues for future research.
5.1 The First Hvpothesis
Our first hypothesis alleges that that the nine critical success factors proposed in our
model (see Figure 6 on page 51) will have a significant impact on the dependent
variable. IT Project Success. This element was measured is two ways. First, by
performing bivariate analyses between each independent variable and the dependent
variable of IT Project Success to see whether each independent variable is correlated
with IT Project Success, and second, by performing regression analyses in order to
determine the significance of the impact that these independent variables have on IT
Project Success.
The resuits in Table VI, on page 64, indicate that, in part this first hypothesis
was confirmed. In fact, ail of the critical success factors were correlated with IT
Project Success. The weakest correlation was between Client Needs and IT Project
Success (r.379), which was stili a moderate correlation. The strongest correlation
observed was between Problem Identification and IT Project success (r=.610).
IT Projects typicaily take place in environments that are more volatile and subject to
greater task cornplexity and ambiguity (Watts et al., 1999), and greater risk (, Jiang
et. al. 2000; KPMG, 1997). Nevertheless. despite this unique element surrounding IT
projects, in terms of correlation between the independent variables and the dependent
variable of IT Project Success, our resuits were similar to what was confirmed by
Pinto and Prescott’s 1988 study. They also found coi-relations between ail of the ten
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critical factors they identffied and the measure of success. Belout and Gauvreau
(2004) aiso showed that ail independent variables were significantly related to the
Project Success.
Thus, despite the fact that our sample contained only members of IT project
teams (as opposed to both Belout and Gauvreau and Pinto and Prescott), the
correlation results confirm that even strictly in IT projects, the fine (9) independent
variables proposed in our model seem to be related to overali project success.
The regression model, however, revealed that of the five (5) variables that we
were able to include in the regression analysis only Top Management Support and
Personnel had a significant impact on IT Project Success. Therefore, based on this
finding, our first hypothesis that ail the independent variables had a significant impact
on Project Success must be rejected.
As four (4) of the nine (9) independent variables were removed from the
regression analysis due to high level of multicollinearity, we can, unfortunately, flot
comment on whether the cxc luded variables would have a significant impact on
overali Project Success. However, the fact that Top Management Support emerged as
the dominant significant factor in explaining Project Success is supported by the
literature (Akkermans and Van Helden, 2002; Cash and Fox, 1992; Connell et al.,
2001; Lester, 199$; Vemer et al., 1999). In fact, Akkermans and Van Helden list Top
Management Support as their most important Critical Success Factor in ERP
(Electronic Resource Planning) implementation (2002). Similarly, in KPMG’s 1997
study of failing IT projects, they found one of the most important explanations for
proj cet failure was a lack of Top Management Support. Brendier and Loyle (2001)
make a case for distinguishing between the existence of Top Management Support
and hands on support. They say that “...the difference between informai support and
active leadership can be the difference between success and failure” (2001, p.58).
Connell et al. (2001) also highlight the concept of leadership claiming that it is the
driving force behind success. And again, Vemer et al. list High-Level Management
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Support as being a major contributor to Project Success, while its absence was a
major contributor to Project Failure in software Project Management (1999).
Globally speaking, Top Management Support can be seen as being primordial
to any successful project as it is from that support that project teams get their
resources for project implementation. The literature and the research confimi that
without the Top Management Support backing the project, the project is potentially
ah for flot.
Aithougli flot as dominant, Personnel also emerged as one of the variables that
was significant in explaining Project Success, although to a rnuch srnaller degree than
Top Management Support. This is a finding that was notably different from Belout
and Gauvreau (2004) who did flot find that Personnel had a significant impact on
project success. This finding, however, largely supports Belout’s (199$) questioning
of Pinto and Prescott’s (198$) conclusion that “...personnel was flot a dominant
variable for project success at any of the four hife cycle stages” p.16). In fact, our
resuits demonstrate that within this IT context that the opposite phenomenon
appeared. Both in the correlation and the regression analyses, Personnel remained
one ofthe onlv factors significantly correlated with project success.
We propose that there may be several reasons why Personnel was a significant
factor, impacting Project Success in IT specifically. To begin with. according to
some researchers. when it cornes to highly complex technical projects, the difference
between success and failure can corne frorn human factors (Co et ai., 1998), project
team competence (Akkermans and Van Helden, 2002), and teamwork and
composition (Nah et al., 2001). These elements ahi cleariy fall within the Personnel
rubric. Since our study is within an IT context, perhaps given the highly technical
nature of the work involved the personnel engaged to work on IT projects may, prima
faci, require or have certain technical skills and cornpetencies which would favour a
successful project. Despite the fact that Pinto and Prescott (1988) found that
Personnel did not have a significant impact on Project Success, their contention that
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.quahfied personnel are usually the rule rather than the exception” (p.16), may, in
fact, explain why in our case Personnel practices proved to be related to Project
Success.
Furthermore, particulariy in our sample, the majority of the IT respondents
were educated people (67.9% were university graduates). According to Co et al.:
since management has to interact with higher-educated and
higher-skiïled subordinates, management styles tend to shifi from
didactic towards participative, i.e. managers playing the role of
consultants/advisors rather than ‘task masters” (p. 87).
Following this sort of logic, the project team members, can have more of an impact
on the project outcome and may be more instrumental and influential in its success.
It is interesting. however, that the impetus for this study stemmed from the
higli failure rate in IT Projects. However, since the majority ofthe respondents in our
study refer to successful projects, it is hard to make an inference as to whether weak
Personnel-related behaviours would contribute to project failure. Perhaps a future
research avenue would be to see if Personnel is negatively con-elated with II Project
Failure by only examining projects that failed.
Another question then that cornes to mmd is with reference to the interaction
between Top Management Support, the dominant significant factor, and Personnel.
Perhaps if the Top Management Support exists, then a project is more predisposed to
being successfttl, and then, even more likely to be successful if effective Human
Resource Management (measured by the Personnel factor) practices are in place?
Another explanation for Personnel impacting Project Success may also stem
from the convergence of the following three phenornena: 1) the respondents in our
study were ail important members ofthe project team of the particular project used as
their reference point in the questionnaire. In most cases, these were the actual project
managers. 2) A large majority ofthe respondents in our sample refer to the execution
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phase ofthe project (68.7%). 3) In terms of assessing project success, the majority of
the respondents were in agreement with the measures of project success indicating
that the perceptions of the mai ority of our sample was that they worked on successful
projects (see Annex 2 - the frequency distribution for the dependent variable). We
suspect that these three elements combined can shed light on why Personnel was a
variable to emerge as significant in impacting project success. A more detailed
explanation follows.
With respect to the measure of success of the pro] ect, our sample respondents
had the freedom to refer to any project that they liked, and, more oflen then not, the
seemed to refer to successful projects (a mean score of 4.94 on a 7 point Likert scale).
Not only were they referring to successflil pro] ects, but these were mainly successful
projects in the Execution Phase (68.7% of the projects in our sample were at the
Execution Phase). This phenomenon lays the groundwork for why we believe that
Personnel played an important role.
In their 1998 study, Pinto and Slevin’s results suggest a set of variables that
they found to be significant at each phase ofthe Project L/ cycle. At the Execution
Phase, their results indicated that an additional variable correlated with pro] ect
success is a variable called Characteristics ofthe Project Team Leader. They define
this variable as: “.. . competence of the pro] ect leader (administratively,
interpersonally, and teclmically) and the amount of authority available to perform
his/her duties” (1988, p.69). This factor fits into Belassi and Tukel’s (1996)
classification category called Factors relating to the Project Manager and Team
Memb ers. The indicators that measure the Personnel factor in our questionnaire,
also, ail fail into the Belassi and Tukel’s category of factors relating to the Project
Manager and Team Members. Since our factor analysis confirmed that there were. in
fact. fourteen (14) variables in our questionnaire, rather than the nine (9) that we
expected, we suspect that among these additional concepts, there may be one a
unique variable relating to the Project Manager’s Characteristics that is potentially
embedded in the Personnel variable.
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This is further supported by the literature that supports the notion that
Personnel and qualities relating to the Project Manager are important factors relating
to project success (Barker, 1999; Cash and Fox, 1992; Jiang et al., 2001; Nah et al.,
2001; Pinto and Sievin, 198$). Jiang et al. state that “the project leader has been
found to one of the most (if flot the single most) critical factors to project success”
(2001, p.49). They further concluded that the following Personnel related factors
are among the important activities required to promote successful Information
Systems project outcomes: ‘obtain commitment and maintain the involvement of
key personnel at all levels” (2001, p.53) and “build an effective team, clearly
defining team member roles and creating the team structure” (2001, p.53). These
sorts of items were clearly among those measured in the Personnel dimension in our
questionnaire.
An avenue for future research in this respect might me to administer a more
elaborate measurement tool that distils the elements of Personnel from and
Characteristics of the Project Manager. The relationship between the Characteristics
ofthe Project Manager and II Project Success would be interesting to explore.
We also suspect that there is a potential relationship between the Personnel
factor emerging as significant and the element of rater reliability. Literature has
indicated that the perception ofproject failure or success as well as the elements that
are important to achieving that success may vary depending on who the rater is
(Finch, 2003; Hartman and Ashrafi, 2002; Rad, 2002). There is research that
indicates that Project Managers may perceive Personnel to be a more important
critical success factor than other stakeholder groups, such as Project Team Members
or End Users (finch, 2003). Perhaps the fact that our sample was comprised of
Project Managers also had an impact on the assessrnent that Personnel was seen as
being critical in IT Project Success.
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Despite the significance of the correlations, and the significance of the impact
of both Top Management Support and Personnel in the regression model, we interpret
our resuits with caution due to two elements:
1) There was an issue of multicollinearity in our study. Although each
independent variable was positively correlated with project success, there were many
instances where independent variables were also positively correlated with other
independent variables. Therefore, it becomes difficuit to say with a great deal
certainty that each of the nulle critical success factors is independently correlated with
success. On the other hand. when a variable is demonstrated to be significant, it is an
indicator that it is.
2) Although each variable was confirmed for intemal consistency by
Cronbach’s alpha measures, the factorial analysis revealed that, many ofthe variables
were, in fact, multidimensional. For that reason, rather than there being only nine
critical success factors, there may be more. 0f course. our study was restricted in that
it required the use the same measurement tool ta modified version of the P.I.P.) that
Belout and Gauvreau used. Although this tool was validated. we question the validity
of this tool due to the resuits of the factor analysis. It would be interesting to delve
deeper into constructing a more elaborate questionnaire which divides variables into
constructs that each measure onÏy one dimension in order to bring out additional
unique variables.
Research also indicates that there mav be additional critical success factors
affecting project success which were flot measure by our questionnaire at ah.
Examples of some of these factors include procedural factors including the amount of
marketing effort deployed bv the organization, humanistic fac.tors including the
extent to which project team members are motivated, and characteristics of personnel,
including the competency ofthe managers (Brown et al., 2002; Jiang et al, 2001).
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The most overwhelming difference between our study and Belout and
Gauvreau’s (2004) was the fact that Personnel emerged as a critical success factor,
where it did flot in previous studies (Belout and Gauvreau, 2004; Pinto and Prescott,
1988) using the PJ.P. This leads us to believe that, particularly with reference to IT
projects, the impact of Personnel across project phases is one that would be
interesting to explore in more detail in future research, perhaps by siphoning out the
particular dimensions that measure HRM.
5.2 The Second Hvpothesis
In our second hypothesis, we contended that Froject Lfe Cycle would have a
moderating effect on the relationship between the independent variables and the
dependent variables.
We could, unfortunately, not maintain the original four phase life cycle in our model
as we did flot have enough data to test each phase uniquely. We needed to therefore
create two phases, one referring to the first part of the project
(Conceptualization/Planning) and the second referring to the second part
(Execzttion/Termination, ofthe project. Even in grouping the phases together, it must
be noted that a large majority (68.7%) of the sample referred to studies in the
Execution phase. Even when grouping the phases together, we stiil did not have
much information regarding phases other than the Execution phase. It thus becomes
difficuit for us to draw any sorts of conclusions with respect to the moderating effect
ofa single phase on the model.
That being said, the first phenomenon that we observed was that, across both
the Froject Phases, ail of the independent variables stiil remained correlated with
Project Success. However, the strength of the correlations varied across Project
Phases. furthermore, once regression analyses were conducted we noticed that
different variables emerged as significantly affecting Project Success, at different
Project Phases. Furthermore, given the statistics in Table XII on page 74, the pattern
of cotielation is quite different.
nonÔ-,
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5.2.1 The Conceptualization/Ptanning Phase
In the ConceptuaÏization/Planning Phase, the variables that proved to 5e most
strongly correlated with Project Success were Top Management Support, Project
Mission, Control and feedback, Problem Identification and Personnel.
Unfortunately, due to the high levels of multicollinearity, we did flot include Control
and feedback and Problem Identification in the regression analysis as these variables
were frequently conelated with other independent variables. Therefore, we cannot
make further comments with reference to the impact that these variables might have
towards the beginning of the Project Lfe Cycle. Top Management Support, again,
proved to have a significant impact on Overail Project Success, particularly at the
early phases of Project Lfe ÇvcÏe. In fact, it was the only variable of those that were
most correlated with Project Success to emerge as Seing significant.
Ihe fact that Top Management Support emerged as a signfficant variable in
the early stages of the Project is certainly in accordance with the literature that states
that this support lays the foundation for the entire project (Lester, 1998; Morris,
1988). Previous research (Belout and Gauvreau, 2004; Pinto and Prescott, 198$;
Pinto and Sievin, 198$) found this variable to have its most significant impact at the
Planning phase, specifically. The logic being that it is at the Planning Phase where
resources for the project’s execution are released by Top Management (Pinto and
Prescott, 1988). Unfortunately, due to the small sample that we had, we had to
combine the Conceptualftation and the Planning phases in our analysis, and are
unable to make any assertions as to where specifically in the beginning Project
Phases Top Management can exert its influence.
Furthermore, our sample size, even in the combined
Conceptualization/Planning Phase was very srnall (N=34). As such, aithougli Top
Management Support emerged as having a rather significant Impact on Project
Success at this phase, and that this resuit is already supported by previous research in
Project Management Success (Belout and Gauvreau, 2004; Pinto and Prescott, 198$),
we are reluctant to generalize from this resuit.
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5.2.2 The Execution/Termination Phase
In the Execution/Terrnination Phase, ahhough the independent variables were ail stiil
correlated with Project Success, we witnessed more moderate correlations. In fact,
the only independent variable that showed a very strong correlation with Overail
Project Success in this phase was Problem Identification. This variable proved to
have significant impact on Project Success in the Execution Phase in Pinto and
Prescott (1988) as well as in Belout and Gauvreau (2004). The literature suggests
that a potentiai pitfall in IT Projects is the improper identification of project risks
(Jiang and Klein, 2001; KPMG, 1997). Given that II projects are typically more
complex and technical, the propensity for risk is even higlier. Troubleshooting or
Problem Identification can be seen as one ofthe ways to overcome the risk and while
the project is already underway in the Execution Phase (Lester, 199$; Nah et ai,
2001).
Unfortunately, due to the high correlation that Problem Identification had with
many of the other independent variables, we removed it from our regression model
and cannot discuss whether Probiem Identification would have a significant impact at
the Execution/Termination phase of a project. It seems, however, given the
conelation between Problem Identification and Success at this phase, that it would be
an interesting phenomenon to investigate further in the IT domain.
In our regression analysis, the two variables that showed to have a significant
impact on Project Success in the Execution/Termination phase were Personnel and
Project Mission. As mentioned above. the fact that the majority of our sampie
referred to projects in the Execution Phase, and that is the phase where project team
members can exert the rnost influence, we were not surprised at ah to find that, in
fact, Personnel was the dominant variable in affecting Project Success in this phase.
This is different from both Pinto and Prescott’s (1988) and Belout and Gauvreau’s
(2004) results which did not have Personnel ernerge as having a significant impact at
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any phase. This suggests that perhaps, specifically in the domain of IT, Personnel,
particularly at the Execution phase of a project is something to look at more closely.
What was also interesting was that Project Mission showed to have a
significant impact in the Execution/Terrnination phase only, rather than in earlier
phases of the project as well. Belout and Gauvreau found that Project Mission was
most significant at the Planning phase and earlier studies have demonstrated
(Hartman and Aslirafi, 2002; Pinto and Prescott. 198$; Pinto and Sievin, 198$) that it
was a critical factor across Project Phases. indicating that the success of a Project is
contingent on neyer losing sight of the project goals. Given that the literature
suggests that Project Mission, particularly in the IT domain is a crucial determinant of
Project Success (Hartman and Ashrafi. 2002), we believe that the fact this factor
emerged as critical only in the Execution/Termination phase is that our sample size
was flot large enough for us to effectively test the impact of this variable across all
project phases.
What we did conclude. however, was that Top Management Support was a
crucial variable in early project Phases, while Personnel was significant at later
Project Phases, indicating that Project Phase certainly has a moderating effect on the
relationship between the variables. Most interesting. is that contrary to the Belout
and Gauvreau, Personnel emerged as a dominant variable and may require particular
attention in IT.
5.3 The Third Hvpothesis
Our third hypothesis suggests that Project Structure, like Project Lfe Cycle. also
moderates the impact ofthe dependent variables on II Project Success. Since we did
flot have a large enough sample in each Project Structure to perform a regression
analysis, we can only comment on the impact that Project Structure had on the
correlations observed between the independent variables and IT Project Success.
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Within each Project Strttcture, each independent variable rernained correlated with IT
Project Success, although, much more moderateiy in some structures than in others.
Given the varying strengths of correlations between the variables, we can
conservatively confirm the third hypothesis, aithough we are restricted insofar as
being able to comment on which variables had a significant impact in each Project
Structure.
In the functionaÏ Structure, Problem Identification, Client Communication,
Personnel and Planning ail showed strong correlations with IT Project Success. In
the Frojectized Structure, ail of the variables proved to be highly correlated with IT
Project Success, with the exception of Mission which showed moderate correlation.
finally, in the iVlatrix Structure, only Problem Identification was very highly
correlated with IT Project Success.
We notice that. across project structures, Problem Identification showed
strong correlation with IT Project Success, indicating that, in II Projects, across ail
structures, this variable may be one that requires considerable attention. Again. this
can be related to, as previously discussed, the higher levels of risk and complexity in
II projects in general. Belout and Gauvreau (2004) found similar resuits with
respect to this variable across ail structures.
In the i’vlatrix structure, Problem Identification was the only variable to show
very strong conelation with II Project Success. We suspect that these resuits
potentially relate to the fact that within the Matrix Structure, there were three sub
structures: Strong, Weak, and BaÏanced Matrix Structures. Perhaps if we would have
examined these subdivisions more carefully, we would have seen more pronounced
correlations. Or, on the contrary, perhaps when in a Matrix structure, it is flot the
context of the overali organizational structure that is important, but rather, the
structure in which the project was carried out. Perhaps there are not three distinct
Froject Structures but rather only a FunctionaÏ to Frojectfted continuum on which
projects shouid be evaiuated.
$8
It is interesting to point out again. that Personnel and Problem Identification
both ernerged as highly conelated with TT Project Success in both the fttnctionaÏ and
the Frojectized Structures leading us to believe that these two factors, as discussed in
previous analyses, have an important role to play when it cornes specificalÏy to IT
Project Success, due to specific skills and cornpetencies required to work on highly
complex projects typical to the IT environment.
5.4 Limitations
This section will outline sorne of the limitations in our methodology and certain
recommendations for how to avoid these sorts of shortcomings for friture research.
One of the limitations of the present study is that it had relied on a conceptual
ftamework and instruments from two previously designed studies. Thus, we were
restricted in terms of the variables included in our model, and the measurement tool
used. The present study could onÏy examine, as independent variables, the critical
success factors associated with Project Management, proposed by Pinto and Prescott
(1988) and later by Belout and Gauvreau (2004). By contrast, there may be,
specifically in the II context other variables that contribute to project outcome.
Unfortunately, the present study could not delve deeper into their investigation.
In our study, as weÏl as in Belout and Gauvreau’s (2004) and Pinto and
Prescott’s (198$), there were issues of multicollinearity which leads us to question
the validity of the measurement tool we used (a similar questionnaire was used in ail
three studies). Based on the factor analysis that we perforrned, we suspect that the
questiolmaire actuaiiy measures more constructs than the nine (9) that we had
originally expected. Perhaps the way in which the indicators in the questionnaire
were grouped to represent each variable should be subject for further investigation.
We propose that the P.I.P. used in this study needs to be re-evaluated in terms of its
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validity to test whether, indeed, each set of indicators questions form a single variable
construct.
There was also an issue of sample size in our study. Given that we were
measuring the interrelation between seventeen (17) variables (nine (9) independent
variables, one dependent variable, and seven (7) moderating variables) in our sample
size (N=131) we were unable to find enough cases where each of seven (7)
moderating variables (four (4) Project Phases and three (3) Project Structures) for
each variable to be statistically tested. We were forced to group the Project Phases
into two (2) variables rather leaving them as the four (4) individual ones that we
wanted to examine. As an example, only two (2) respondents in our study refer to the
Termination phase of their project. Therefore, it was very difficuit to perform any
statistical tests on that group of people. For future research, we suggest that a much
larger sample of individuals be used in order to ensure that there are enough people
who refer to each ofthe Project Phases and Project Structures.
There may have been an issue of rater-reliability. The questionnaire was only
completed by Project Managers or important members of Project teams. The
literature indicates that there may be different perceptions of project success, as well
as the perception of critical success factors, by different stakeholder groups (Finch,
2003; Hartman and Ashrafi, 2002; Rad, 2002). Given that our study only included
respondents who were II Project Managers, our results may offer only one
perspective. A way to overcome this issue of perception might be to create a
stratified sample including project managers, team members, top management and
end users.
Despite these limitations, the present study adds values to the body of knowledge
dealing with the critical success factors proposed by Pinto and Prescott (198$) and
then Belout (1998), and shows that there are certain critical factors that are
particularly relevant in an II context and we were stili able to witness the moderating
effects of Project Phase and Structure.
Chapter 6 Conclusion
The great failure rate in IT projects inspired us to apply a model of criticai success
factors in Project Management (conceived by Pinto and Prescott (198$) and later
adapted by Belout (199$)) to the Information Tecbnoiogy industry. Our goal was to
see if there might be certain factors at play in IT project management that required
particular attention, and whether these were the same factors that Pinto and Prescott
had identffied (198$). We suspected that our resuits would shed some light on the
intersection of Project Management, as a management discipline, and the IT industry
to serve as an information tool for IT Project Managers, and to contribute to the
growing body ofresearch on critical success factors for IT projects.
We hypothesized that the critical success factors identified in our model
would have a significant impact on IT Project Success. Our bivariate correlations
revealed that, indeed, ail the variables were correlated with II Project Success,
although. we must interpret these results with caution as there was noted
multicollinearity between many of the independent variables. From an impact
perspective, our hypothesis was partly confirmed in that only certain factors emerged
as having a significant impact on IT Project Success. Among those variables were
Top Management Support, Personnel, and Project Mission.
We also postulated that these success factors would be moderated by Project
Lfe Cycle and Project Structure. Otir analyses confirmed that Project Phase
absolutely moderated the impact of these variables, with Top Management Support
having a more significant impact on Success in early project phases, while Personnel
and Project Mission having more significant impacts at the latter project phases.
Unfortunately, we could flot evaluate the impacts of the variables at different across
Structures as our sample size was too small to perforrn regression analyses at each
structure.
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Personnel was flot found to be a significant factor in Pinto and Prescott’s 198$
study which was surprising to proponents of human resource management theory
(Belout. 1998). Belout and Gauvreau’s 2004 study paid particular attention to the
Personnel factor, which they suspected may have been underestimated by Pinto and
Prescott. However, their resuits did flot confirm that Personnel was a significant
factor in determining Project Success. Interestingly enough, in our study, Personnel
emerged as one of the dominant factors. Since our study focused only on the IT
industry, in light of our resuits we believe that in IT, given the high level of technical
skill required to carry out a successfiul project, that Personnel, and selecting the right
project team may 5e among the most important. We propose that this variable is one
that requires more attention as a critical success factors for future research in IT
Proj ect Management.
In their 198$ study, Pinto and Sievin identify additional critical success
factors, other than the ones that we explored in our study. Among them was a
variable they referred to as Characteristics of the Project Team Leader, which they
found to be a significant determinant in the Execution Phase. There has also been
other literature supporting the notion that there are additional critical success factors
affecting Project Success (Barker, 1999; Cash and Fox, 1992; Jiang et al., 2001; Nah
et al., 2001). We propose that future research is required to more seriously examine
Characteristics of the Project Team Leader as a critical success factor in IT Project
Management.
Our factorial analysis also led us to question the validity of our measurement
tool. The analysis revealed fourteen (14) factors. rather than only the nine (9)
outlined in our questionnaire. Therefore, we feel that the questionnaire should
potentially be re-tested.
What is particularly interesting to note is that respondents to our questionnaire
included Project Managers, who mostly referred to successful projects in the
Execution phase. Given that close to 70% of the sample referred to projects in this
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phase, we could flot, with certainly assess the impact of the critical success factors
across ail ofthe Project Phase proposed by Pinto and Prescott (198$) as we did flot
have a large enough sample of respondents across the four (4) phases in the Project
Lfe Cycle.
We also believe that there was an issue of rater-bias in our study as the only
people who participated were Project Managers who may have differing perceptions
of both Project Success and CriticaÏ Success Factors. Future research might address
this issue by including other stakeholders such as project team members, clients, and
end users.
Furthermore, as in Pinto and Slevin’s 1998 study, we feel that it is important
to look at both successful and unsuccessful projects. Our study lefi this to the
discretion of the respondent and, for the most part, respondents selected successful
projects as their reference point. As one can learn from success as much as one can
leam from failure, it would be interesting to study a stratified sample of both
successful and unsuccessftil projects by instructing participants to refer to one or the
other.
Due to the high multicollinearity, our sample size, and a potentially
problematic measurement tool, we were unable to reveai many of the interrelations
between the variables in our conceptual model. However, the significance that we
found in the Personnel factor in the Execiition/Terrnincttion phase, can be used as a
springboard for future research into the human element factors in IT Project
Management. furthermore, it would be interesting to explore further whether Top
Ivianagement $upport is one of the necessary building blocks for successful projects
in IT. With further research, those remain to be seen.
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Research
On the Impact
0f Various Factors,
On the Success of Projects
Questionnaire
GROUPE DE RECHERCHE EN GESTION DE PROJETS
ÉCOLE DE RELATIONS INDUSTRIELLES
UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTREAL
C.P. 6128 Succursale Centre-ville
Montréal (Québec) H3C 3J7
Telephone : 514-343-7707
Fax 514-343-5764
Code Enfr.:
_______
No séquentiel:
11
Monfreal, March 2002
École de Relations industrielles École des Sciences de la gestion
Université de Monfréal Université du Québec a Montréal
Research Project on
Success Factors in Project Management
Dear Respondent:
École de Relations industrielles de L’Université de Monfréal, is conducting a
research project on key factors influencing if project success.
This study, polis the opinions and experience of practicing project managers in this field. We
are convinced that resuits of this research project will prove useful to these practitioners.
To help us conduct this project, we solicit your cooperation and ask you to fifi out
the enclosed questionnaire, a task that should take you no more than 20 minutes. Your
response wil, naturally, be freated as confidential. Preliminary results, summarized
and anonymized, will be made available to participating organizations. Only global results of
this survey wffl be published.
Please return the completed questionnaire using the enclosed reply envelope. We ask you
to please return it within ten days of receiving it. Detailed instructions are provided
on the next page.
Truly and gratefully yours,
Prof. BELOUT Adnane Ms. Keren Dolan
Project Coordinator Principal Researcher
École de Relations Ecole de Relations industrielles
industrielles Université de Montréal
Université de Monfréal
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Selection of a project and Respondent’s involvement in it
To complete ffiis questionnaire, you must select a project (in accordance with
the defiriition below), in which you have been involved as a project manager
(or as the manager of a high-levei work package if it was a major project).
Based on the Project Management Institute’s Guide to tue Project Management
Body of KnowÏedge (often known as PMIBoK), a project is defined herein as a
temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product or service.
2. Status of chosen project and Respondent’s memory of it
The project you refer to must now 5e complete. You must remember this
project well enough to be able to answer specific questions on its history, its
management, its success, etc., or have access to the relevant data.
3. Selection of a phase within the chosen project
You must answer the questions with respect to a particular phase in the
project hie cycle of your chosen project, that is: initiation, planning,
execution, or closing, as defined below, again based on the PMIBoK:
• Initiation: the initiation phase of a project consists of specifying
the customer’s needs, identifying a project to respond to those
needs, and defining its key parameters; verifying its feasibiity,
risks and critical assumptions are determined in this phase.
• Planning: the planning phase of a project consists of establishing
a detailed operating plan for its execufion: task definition and
organization (work breakdown structure), task assignment,
detailed scheduling, and budgeting. At this stage, the general
organization for doing the work and the management confrol
system are defined.
• Execution: the execution phase of a project consists of carrying
out, according to the plan, the work necessary to obtain the
product or output that is the objective of the project. The
execution phase starts with the project kick-off and ends with the
complete production of the project’s output.
• Closing: the closing phase of a project consists of transferring the
project’s output to the customer or client and by the project
termination (resource release and account closure). Often, this
phase leads to a formai project post-evaluahon, with report.
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4. Project Stakeholders and project management approaches
Several questions refer to stakeholders in ffie project or approaches to its
management; the names used in the questionnaire are based on the following
definitions:
• Sponsor: the project sponsor is the person or organization that
decides to undertake a project and provides the necessary
resources (financial or otherwise) for its execution.
• Performing organization: the organization performing ffie
project is the firm whose employees are most directly involved in
carrying out the project work during execution.
• Project manager: the person responsible for managing the
project.
• Customer, client, or user: the individuals or organizations that
use or will use the project’s outputs.
• Contract Project: In a contract project, the sponsor and
performing organization are separate organizations and the
performing organization executes the project under confract to
the sponsor and against a fee.
• In-house project: In an in-house project, an administrative unit of
an organization (acting as a performing organization) executes
the project for another administrative unit (which acts as a
sponsor) of the same organization; there may or may flot be a
transfer of corporate funds from one unit to the other.
5. Sections of the Questionnaire
This questionnaire is made up of four sections as follows:
1. Respondent’s data: socio-economic characteristics of the respondent;
2. Project descriptive data: general data on the project that has been chosen by the
respondent to be the object of fric next two sections;
3. Success Factors: the longest part of the questionnaire. It deals in detail with the
presence or absence of certain success factors in the chosen project;
V4. OveraÏÏ project success: general appreciation of the extent to which the chosen
project was or should 5e considered a success.
6. Answering questions
In Sections 1 and 2 of the questionnaire, please answer each question by
circling one of the given options or by writing in the relevant data about
yourself or the project.
In Sections 3 and 4 of the questionnaire, you are Seing asked to express your
agreement or disagreement wiffi given statements, by referring to your
chosen project and phase within that project: please circle, in the space
provided, the number, from 1 (strong disagreement) to 7 (sfrong agreement),
that best corresponds to your evaluation or understanding of the project
situation, as you observed or know it.
Ail your answers wili be treated confidentially.
If you have any comments and/or questions about the questionnaire or on the research project,
tÏiey are most wetcome. Please write them in tÏze margin or at tue end of the
questionnaire.
THANK YOU KTNDLY FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
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SECTION 1: RESPONDENT’S DATA
The objective of this section is to collect some personal data on the respondent. This
data will 5e used to refine the analyses and wffl 5e treated in full confidenfiality.
1) Sex:
a) Male
b) Female
2) Age:
a) 1$to24
h) 25to34
c) 35to44
e) 55 and over
3) How long have you been working for this organization?
Years:
Monffis:
4) What is your highest completed level of formal education?
a) College
b) University (bachelor’s level)
c) University (Master’s level or higher)
d) Other
n
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SECTION 2: PROJECT DESCRIPTIVE DATA
The goal of the present section is to collect general information about the project that
the respondent has chosen to 5e the object of Sections 3 and 4 in this questionnaire.
Please provide the following information on tRis project:
1) Name of the chosen project:
2) Date project started:
________________________________
3) Date project finished:
Please circle the statement that corresponds to your situation:
4) Indicate below, 5)7 referring to the definitions given on page 3, which
specific phase of the life cycle of your chosen project wil 5e ffie object
of Sections 3 and 4 of the questionnaire:
a) Initiation
b) Planning
c) Execufion
d) Closing
5) In which business area was your chosen project conducted?
a) Information technology
b) Engineering
c) Construction
d) Technology development (product or process development)
e) Organizational project (restructuring, for instance)
f) Social or humanitariart project
g) Other, please specffy:
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6) Is this project, by reference to the definitions given in point 4, page 4,
a) A con tract project, executed by your organization under confract to a
sponsor which is your firm’s client?
b) An in-house project, executed by your administrative unit for another
unit of your organization?
c) Anot]zer type of project, please specify:
7) In which cost range was your project?
a) Less than $ 50 000
b) Between $ 50 000 and $400 000
c) Between $ 400 000 and $ 1 500 000
d) Over $ 1 500 000.
8) Was the chosen project executed mainly:
a) In Québec
b) Elsewhere in Canada
c) Outside Canada.
9) Based on your observations, in what type of organizational structure did the
project team operate?
Circle below which of the three structure types applied, based on the definifions
given below, which also are based on the PMIBoK.
a) Functional organization: the organization responsible for executing the
project performs a variety of activities, including projects; it is
subdivided conventionally into functional areas named departments or
divisions; only one of these departments is charged with the project; the
project manager and project staff, who work mainly part-time on the
ix
project, are ail members of ffiis department; coordination takes place
between department or divisional managers.
b) Projectized organization: the organization responsible for executing the
project performs mainly projects and few if any other activifies; it is
subdivided in a way that reflects its project focus and current situation;
the project manager and project staff, who work mainly full-lime on the
project, are ail members of a project group; coordination takes place
wiffiin that group; there may even be a project office charged with
providing technical and administrative assistance to the project
managers
c) Matrix organization: the organization responsibie for executing the
project performs both projects and other on-going activities; it is
subdivided in a way that reflects this double focus, with departments or
divisions and project groups.
If you have circled the mafrix organization, please specify the sub-type,
based on the definitions below that best corresponds to your project:
Cl) Strong (Project) mafrix organization: a mafrix organization
that resembles a projectized organization, with mainly full-lime project
manager and staff;
C2) Weak (Functional) matrïx organizatïon: a mafrix organization
that resembles a functional organization, with part-time project manager and
staff, the project manager having limited authority and involvement;
C3) Balanced matrix organization: a mafrix organization that
appears approximately haif-way between the projectized and the funcional
organizations: project responsibilities and decisions are disfributed in a
balanced manner between project managers and lime (functional) managers.
XSection 3: Success Factors
First success Factor: Project Mission
Project Mission Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Project objectives (delivery of a quality product, schedule and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
budget adherence) were clear to me.
2) Reaching the objectives of this project was beneficiai to the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
organization that decided to undertake it.
3) I was personaily aware of the positive impacts of the success of O I 2 3 4 5 6 7
titis project on the organization that decided to undertake iL.
4) The project objectives were shared by my coileagues. O I 2 3 4 5 6 7
5) The project objectives were shared by the top management of the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
organization that had decided to undertake it.
6) Ail managers and orgaiuzations involved in the project
perceived the same benefits to resuit from the project’s success. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7) During execution, I was confident as to the project’s success. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8) The project objectives were flot confradictory; they ail appeared 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
feasible.
9) The project objectives were explained to ail staff concerned. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10) The objectives of this project converged with the organization’s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
objectives.
Express your degree of agreement wiffi the foilowing statements.
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Second Success factor: Top Management Support
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Strongly
the project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Top Management Support Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Top management was aware of the quantfty of resources (money, —
time, personnel, eguipment) necessary for this project to succeed 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2) Top management regularly received information on the project’s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
progress.
3) Top management had notffied in writing the project team of its 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
support.
4) I was in agreement with top management as to my levels of
authority and responsibiity in this project. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5) Top management supported me in crises. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6) Top management had given me ffie necessary authority and did
support my project-related decisions. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7) Top management was supportive of my requests for additional 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
resources.
8) Top management endorsed the responsibiity for meeting project
objectives and achieving project success. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9) Top management showed its confidence in me.
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10) Top management was aware of the impacts of inefficient 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
management of this project. —
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Third Success factor: Project Planning and Scheduling
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Strongly
the project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Project Planning and Scheduling Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) A detailed plan including schedule, work packages, resource 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
reguirements, etc., was available.
—
2) The project team knew which tasks had slack that could be used on 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
other work packages in case of emergency.
—
3) The project team had identified the skills necessary to successfully 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
complete the project.
4) A system for satisfactorily measurmg project schedule and budget 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
performance was available.
—
5) An information system that produced periodic reports on the chosen 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
performance measures was available
—
6) The project team was governed by rules of auffiority and a clear 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
roles-and responsibifities mafrLx.
7) A detailed project budget was established.
8) Requirements for human resources were spelled out in the project
planning.
01234567
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Fourth Success factor: Client Needs
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
the project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b express your degree of agreement with ffie following statements.
Client Needs Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) The cient’s needs were understood. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2) The project team discussed this project’s relevance and contribution
wil±t the client. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3) The project vas designed to respond to the dient’s needs. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4) The project team discussed the project limitations with the client.
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5) The project team asked the client to specffy his expectations and to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
formulate suggestions on the project
xlii
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Fifth Success factor: Personnel
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
the project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
To express your degree of agreement with the foïlowing statements.
Personnel Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Manpower need forecast activities and internal staff movements 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(promotions, leaves) were performed so as to confribute [o project
success.
2) At ffie very project start, an analysis of project team training needs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
was performed. When offered, training proved adeguate and sufficient.
3) Compensation policy and procedures, as well as employee C 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
relations, were beneficial to project success.
—
4) Project team members were informed and helped to perform their 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
work.
5) Within the project, labor laws and standards were respected. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6) Managerial efforts were made to maintain good relations with labor 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
unions.
7) Discipllnary procedures and policy application were managed
adeguately and eguitably within this project. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8) The description of tasks assigned to each project team member was 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
clear and understood by each.
9) The degree of commitment to the project and its objectives was high. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Sixth Success Factor; Project Tasks
Use ffiis scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
ffie project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Proj ect Tasks Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Techiiical resources available for the project were adeguate. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2) Outside consultants and managers were called in to criticize key 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
plans and overail approach.
—
3) Alternative plans and approaches for the project had been designed.
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4) Project success depended on periodic adjustment and careful 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
monitoring.
—
5) Teclmical means used for this project perforrned well. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6) The project team were up to the regufremen of their work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7) The project was understood by those who executed it. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8) Tasks were well performed.
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9) The project team understood how this project could be integrated 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
with other on-going projects.
—
10) Tasks to be performed were well understood by the staff.
012 34567
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Seventh Success factor: Client Communication
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
ffie project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
To express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Client Communication Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Potential users were contacted regarding the usefulness of project 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
outputs.
2) An adequate presentation of project outputs was developed for I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
potential users.
3) This presentation was presented to selected potential users. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4) Adequate documentation on the project (instructions, work progress,
use of project outputs, etc.) was periodically addressed to clients. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5) The client knew whom to contact when questions or problems arose. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6) The project team vas organized so that client problems could be 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
rapidly taken up for corrective action.
7) The client was informed of specific implementation problems that 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
could impact on project outputs. —
8) The project team coordinated its activities with other deparfrnents so
as to respond to client requests. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9) Project clients and users were identified. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10) A significant effort was made to determine the best method for 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
selling the project to clients and users.
—
11) The client was informed of project progress. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Eighth Success Factor: Control and feedback
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
the project or disagree Disagree for disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
To express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Control and Feedback Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Actual project progress was regularly compared with plans. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2) If t±te project status showed impacts on [Fie budget and/or schedule, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
these resuits were shared with [Fie project team.
3) When the schedule or budget needed to 5e revised, the project 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
manager asked for information from the project team
—
4) When the budget or schedule was revised, the changes and reasons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
for [Fie changes were communicated to the project team.
5) When the budget or schedule was revised, ffie changes and reasons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
for the changes were communicated to top management
6) Ail project team members knew whether the project manager was 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
satisfied with their work.
—
7) The project manager confrolled ail important aspects of the project, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
including the measures that provided a complete picture of project
progress.
—
8) When the budget or schedule was revised, the changes and reasons
for the changes were communicated [o clients. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9) Regular meetings were held to control project progress and improve
feedback [o project team members. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10) Project team members were informed of the project progress stah.ts.
01 234567
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Ninth Success Factor: Problem Identification
Use this scale
Not relevant to Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither agree Weakly Agree Sfrongly
the project or disagree Disagree nor disagree agree agree
phase
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
To express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Problem Identification Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) The project team was aware of the difficulties associated with the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
project.
2) The project analyzed these difficulties by discussing them wil:h I the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
appropriate persons and by definirg a problem solving strategy.
—
3) The project manager monitored the application of the problem 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
solving sfrategies defined to counter project risks.
—
4) The project manager took immediate action when problems were 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
brought to his/her attention.
5) In case of project difficulties, the project manager knew exactly where 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to go to obtam assistance.
6) Brainstorming sessions were conducted to predict where difficulties 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
were most likely to originate from.
—
7) Project team members feit at ease to discuss problems with me.
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8) Project team members were encouraged to rapidly take action to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
solve problems.
—
9) The project manager was confident that problems that arose could be 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
rapidly and completely resolved.
10) The project manager did flot hesitate to cail for help forrn persons 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
not involved in the project, if the problems warranted it.
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Section 4: Overali Project Success
Please cfrcle the selection that bests corresponds to your chosen project. Each
answer must 5e related to the chosen life cycle phase, li the question has no
relationship to your chosen phase, please circle O.
I Jse this scale
Not relevant Sfrongly Disagree Weakly Neither Weakl Agre Sfrongly
to the disagree Disagree agree nor y e agree
project or disagree agree
phase 1 2 3 7
0 4 5 6
To express your degree of agreement with the following statements.
Overail Project Success Your degree of
Dis agreement
1) Techrtical requirements specified at the beginnino’ oft.
execution phase were met.
— =
2) Project schedules were adhered to. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3) Project cost objectives were flot met.
012 3 4 5 6 7
4) Project clients and/or product users were satisfied with 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
project outputs.
—
5) The project has flot perturbed the culture or values of I
organization that managed it.
—
6) The project was not managed so as to satisfy the interests
a challenges of the members of the project tean. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7) There were no quality problems related to project 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
outputs.
8) Technical problems were successfully identified and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
resolved
9) The project output could easily 5e manufactured a 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
marketed.
—
n
Again, thank you very kindly for your cooperation!
Annex 2 - Frequency distribution histogram for the dependent
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